
DOG & CAT
protect the health of your pet

P O Z Y



GLOBALLY UNIQUE PRODUCT



MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES
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raises the level of energy and
empowers the 

immunesystem

relaxing effect on the 
autonomous nervous system

calms down aggressive 
behavior, nervous behavior 

and fear

raises the level of calmness
and well-being

helps in the defense against
pathogenic radiation (EMZ)

makes it easier to find your 
pets if they get lost





POZY, with its programmed frequencies, has a long-term effect.
It raises the flow of energy and empowers the immune system of your pet.
It also has a strong calming effect on the autonomous nervous system.
With much more efficiency, your pet will be able to get rid of accumulated
stress, tensity, nervousness, and anxiousness.
Thanks to that, the pet will be calm, much happier, less frightened,
less nervous, less aggressive, and resistant to many health issues.
POZY is also efficient help for defense against the influence
of strong ELECTRO SMOG from electric circuits, technical devices,
repeaters, and wireless technologies in your living space.
.

HOW CAN POZY HELP?



WHAT IF YOUR PET GET LOST?

1. Register yourself and your pet on 
www.pozy-animal.com with the ID number 
on the back of your pendant POZY

2. Upload pictures of your pet and enter your 
contact info

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

POZY significantly raises the chance that you will find your PET quickly 

with ID OWNER system service and that is free of charge.!! ☺

http://www.pozy-animal.com/


1. The person will scan the QR CODE on the back of 
your pets pendant POZY

2. The link leeds to www.pozy-animal.com to the 
MEMBERS category

3. The person will enter the ID number from the back of 
the pendant POZY into the contact form

4. In that moment he will see your contact info and your 
pets pictures, and he can contact you immediately

WHAT WILL DO A PERSON 
WHO FINDS YOUR PET?

http://www.pozy-animal.com/


PROTECT THE HEALTH OF YOUR BEST FRIEND
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